
КОНТРОЛЬНАЯ РАБОТА  
для специальности  

«Техническая эксплуатация и обслуживание электрического и 
электромеханического оборудования»» 

РАБОТА ВЫПОЛНЯЕТСЯ ПИСЬМЕННО В ТЕТРАДИ!  
 
Exercise 1. Translate sentences into Russian.  
1. During the day the student will also use some electrical devices working in the laboratory, 
making use of the telephone, the lift, the tram and so on. 
2. Some people are more familiar with the various applications of electricity in their everyday 
life than they are with its numerousindustrial applications. 
3. The energy sources of the world decreasing, the scientists must find new sources of energy. 
4. Lightning is a discharge of atmospheric electricity. 
5. It is quite possible that some day coal and other fuel may be replaced by atomic energy. 
 
Exercise 2.  Make sentences from the words. 
1. application, the, the, the, technological, of, electricity, contributes, industrial, progress, to. 
2. day, use, every, do, appliances, you, electrical? 
3. are, longstanding, of what, applications, electricity? 
4. induction, who , motor, invented? 
 
Exercise 3. Insert the words into sentences: invention, property, technological 
advance, consumption, replace, lightning. 
1. The industrial application of the electric current contributes to the ---  . 
2. Many years ago a man discovered that many substances have  ---  either attract or repel other 
ones when rubbed together. 
3. It is quite possible that some day coal and other fuel may --- by atomic energy. 
4. Scientists’ --- will help people avoid lightning strikes. 
5. Some people don’t like to be out during the thunderstorm and  --- . 
6. --- of electricity has greatly increased recently. 
 
Exercise 4. Match - verb+noun 
capture                                            a battery                                 
make                                                electricity 
harness                                            a research 
discharge                                         sunlight 
- adjective+noun 
tiny                                                  humidity 
substantial                                      particles 
airborne                                          benefit 
microscopic                                    substances 
high                                                 droplets 
. 
Exercise 6. Translate the following sentences into English. 
1. Какие свойства электрического тока вы знаете? 
2. В мастерских 19 века рабочие использовали зубчатые колеса, подъемные блоки, ремни 
и другие приспособления для передвижения предметов. 
3. Потребление электричества в современном мире растет с каждым годом. 
4. Неправильно думать, что при потреблении электричества образуется много побочных 
продуктов. 
5. Вчера на занятии мы читали текст о магнитной индукции. 



6. Много лет назад люди научились защищать дома от грозы  и молнии. 
 
Exercise 7. Match the English names of electrically operated devices with their Russian 
equivalents: 
washing machine                                              фен 
vacuum cleaner                                                 утюг 
fridge                                                                кухонный комбайн 
microwave (oven)                                             посудомоечная машина 
electric shaver/ razor                                        микроволновая печь 
iron                                                                  пылесос 
kitchen machine                                               стиральная машина 
hairdryer                                                          электробритва 
dishwasher                                                       холодильник 

 
 
Exercise 8. Read the text and translate in writing. 
 

Electricity in Our Life 
   It is impossible to imagine our civilization without electricity: economic and social progress 
will go back to the past which will completely transform our daily lives. Electrical power has 
become universal. Thousands of applications of electricity such aslightning, electrochemistry 
and electrometallurgy are longstanding and unquestionable. 
   With the appearance of the electrical motor power cables replaced transmission shafts, gear 
wheels, belts and pulleys in the 19th century workshops. And in the home a large range of various 
time and labour saving appliances have become a part of our everyday life.  Other devices are 
based on the specific properties of electricity: electrostatics in the case of photocopying machine 
and electromagnetism in the case of radar and television. These applications have made 
electricity most widely used. 
   The first industrial application was in the silver workshops in Paris. The generator – a new 
compact source of electricity- was also developed there. The generator replaced the batteries and 
other devices that a man had used before. Electric lightning came into wide use at the end of the 
last century after Thomas Edison had developed the electric lamp. Then the transformer 
was invented, the first electric lines and networks were set up, dynamos and induction motors 
were designed. In the beginning of the 20th century the successful development of electricity 
began throughout the industrial world. The consumption of electricity has doubled every 10 
years. 
Today consumption of electricity per capita is an indicator of the state of development and 
economic state of a nation. Electricity has replaced other sources of energy as it has been 
realized that it offers improved service and reduced cost. One of the greatestadvantages of 
electricity is that it is clean, easy-regulated and generates no by-products. Applications of 
electricity now cover all fields of human activity from house washing machines to the latest laser 
devices. Electricity is the efficient source of some of the most recent technological 
advances such as the laser and electron beams. Truly electricity provides mankind with the 
energy of the future.   
 
Practice 9. Find the wrong statements and correct them. 
1. We use few electrical devices in our life. 
2. Appearance of electrical motor contributed to the replacement of manual devices by the power 
cable. 
3. Electrostatics and electromagnetism are the specific properties of electricity. 
4. Electricity is the worst source of energy because of bad service and high cost. 
5. Electricity has no great advantages. 


